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Minutes of the 69th Annual General Meeting 

of the Roche Employees' Association (AVR) 

on 28 March 2019, 4 p.m., Building 1, Auditorium 

 

Present: Invited AVR members (both active and retired). 

 Members of the AVR Committee: Adnan Tanglay, Gernot Scharf, Robert Gray, Rudolf Vorburger, 

Andreas Winkler, Reto Buholzer, Justine Frank, Dr Ralf Geertsen, Marie-Reine Herr, Uwe 

Ihmsen, Salieu Jalloh, Susanne Löffler, Simone Murielle Meier, Franziska Schmutz, Frank 

Schwarb, Michael Tilly, Petra Welter, Alf Willmann 

 Jürg Erismann, Site Manager Basel; Bruno Weissen, Head of HR Basel and Kaiseraugst; Marco 
Bembo, HR; Peter Driessen, President of the Works Council; Dr Stephan Feldhaus, Head Group 

Communications; Roland Frank, honorary member, President PV; Dr Sandra Geith, Head of 

Employee and Mgmt Services; Felix Gruber, supervisory board member; Beat Hess, honorary 

member; Dr Urs Jaisli, Corporate Law; Markus Kälin, Vice President AVR Rotkreuz; Andrea 

Knellwolf, Pharma Site Mgmt; Davide Lauditi, Vice President Novartis Employees’ Association; 

Gerhard Pabst, auditor; Dr Michael Pantze, honorary member; Regina Pfister, HR-BP; Ralf 

Endres, Novartis; André Metz, Pension Fund; Tom Schmid, Pension Fund; Dorothea Steffan, 

Pharma Site Mgmt; Martin Studer, auditor; Hans Sucker, honorary member; Richard von 

Manteuffel, Head of Emp. Relations, HRBP for Group HR; Frauke Wilfert, DSM employees’ 

association 

 
Chair: Adnan Tanglay, President 

 

Minutes: Susanne Pommerening (minutes from audio recording) 

 

The President opened the 69th Annual General Meeting of the Roche AVR and welcomed those present. For 69 

years now the AVR has been working on behalf of the employees and for a positive and constructive social 

partnership. In order to keep pace with the rapid changes in the workplace, the AVR moved things up a gear last 

year, and this year it will need to shift into an even higher gear. The rapidly changing needs of various departments 

and the agility, flexibility and digitalisation being encountered at every turn make this a must.  

This Annual General Meeting marks the end of the AVR President’s sixth year in office. It was another busy year: 

among other things, the AVR had a number of major and minor reorganisations to deal with, which it also reported 

on via its e-newsletter. The AVR made every effort to ensure that the best possible solutions were found for the 
colleagues affected by these reorganisations, and that as few colleagues as possible lost their jobs. The President 

thanked those present for the trust they had placed in the Committee as a whole and in him as President. He said it 

meant a great deal to him to consolidate the AVR strategy further by conducting a great many personal 

conversations with his colleagues on the Committee, employees, the heads of various organisations and members of 

management. The culture of face-to-face discussions is deeply rooted at Roche and within the AVR and is the recipe 

for success. This communication and mutual appreciation should also be carried forward into the future. The 

proactive approach of the AVR should be strengthened further in order to be able to react in a timely way to the 

rapid changes and take appropriate measures. The goal is for the AVR to be brought in on strategic decisions in a 

timely manner; this has already been working well in recent times. The President thanked all the line managers of 

his colleagues on the Committee, HR management, site management and his own line manager, Jennifer Altman, for 

their terrific support. Without this support, the work of the AVR would not be possible.  

As in previous years, a simultaneous translation into English was provided – there are now 1,072 English-speaking 

AVR members in Basel, Kaiseraugst, Reinach and Schlieren, 125 more than last year. The President welcomed 

honorary members Roland Frank, honorary president and, since 2017, President of the PVR, Hans Sucker, Dr 

Michael Pantze, and Beat Hess, AVR Pensioners’ Representative. Fred Gysin sent his apologies. The President also 

welcomed the speaker, Dr Stephan Feldhaus, Head of Group Communications and member of the Enlarged 

Corporate Executive Committee, who would be speaking on the topic “Compromise is the crisis of ethics”. The 

President thanked Robert Aebi, formerly the Head of the Pension Fund Office, who has retired, and welcomed Tom 

Schmidt, Head of the Pension Fund Office Roche. A welcome was also extended to the representatives from 

management and a number of internal and external guests. 

The President then proceeded to the agenda. He observed that today’s Annual General Meeting was being attended 

by 87 active and 120 retired employees, a total of 207, or 238 including guests. Six other people attended online via 

the Webcast. He noted that invitations to the 69th Annual General Meeting had been sent in good time to the 8,312 
members (6,144 active members and 2,186 retirees) and that sending eco-friendly “e-invitations” to the active 

members had proved a success. 

A glance at the statistics (which have been collected since 2001) shows a 64.6% increase in active members. In 

2001, there were 3,733 active members; today's number is 6,144; where retirees are concerned, there were 1,488 
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members in 2001 (45.6%); today there are 2,168. Today’s total membership thus stands at 8,312 (a 59.2% increase). 

Since 2013, Roche employee numbers have grown by an average of 4.8%, while those of AVR members have 

increased by 6.4%. That means the number of new AVR members is growing faster than that of Roche employees. 

 

1. Voting procedure, election of tellers and agenda 

The President described the voting procedure.  

The President read out the agenda that had been sent along with the invitation. The agenda was unanimously 

accepted by the active and retired AVR members without any requests for additions or alterations. 

2. Minutes of the 68th Annual General Meeting on 22 March 2018 

The Minutes were published on the internet (avroche.ch). There were no comments on the Minutes. The Minutes 
were approved with applause from the Meeting. The President thanked the author of the Minutes, Ms Karola 

Vollrath, on behalf of the entire AVR. Unfortunately Ms Vollrath was unable to attend due to illness and he was 

thus unable to thank her for her efforts over the past years within the framework of the AGM. Ms Vollrath is due to 

retire at the end of June 2019.  

The tellers were then introduced and unanimously approved by the Meeting. 

3. 2018 Annual Report 

The 2018 Annual Report was also made available on the AVR website. No questions were asked about it. 

The President briefly reviewed other activities in 2018: regrettably, a great many restructuring exercises had taken 

place. This had resulted in a number of redundancies, such as at Global Infrastructure & Solutions (GIS), One 

Procurement, Pharma Development/Clinical Operations (PDG), Kaiseraugst Packaging Transformation (PT), Small 

Molecule Asset Transformation (SMAT), Global Access and Pricing Strategy (GPS), Pharma Technical Registration 
(PTR), Pharma Partnering, Pharma Development, Medical Affairs (PDMA), ReModelGRA (Global Regional 

Affiliates) as well as in support functions such as Pharma Finance, Group Communications and Pharma Informatics 

(ReModelPI), to name but a few. The AVR conducted very successful consultations with management, HR and 

representatives of the relevant functions, and negotiated a standing redundancy scheme. The AVR also came to an 

agreement with management on the pay negotiations (1.2% pay rise).  

The AVR cooperated very successfully with HR. A Key Account Management concept was developed for the 

working relationship with HR. Twice a year, there is a meeting with Dr Severin Schwan (once with the entire AVR 

Committee present, once with only the Executive Committee). The AVR Newsletter is issued every two months and 

is very well received. 

Training was not neglected in 2018 either, with the AVR organising a full-day workshop on the topic of respect, 

with a well-known speaker, including some more in-depth elements.  

A bachelor thesis was also made possible, in collaboration with Group Communications and the University of 
Applied Sciences and Arts Northwestern Switzerland (FHNW). Karsten Kleine, media spokesperson for the Basel 

and Kaiseraugst site, acted as specialist supervisor for this thesis. The topic is in the field of corporate 

communications (“Digital Communication”) and was prepared by two students. Another activity was the project 

work with Dr Anne Jansen, FHNW, on the topic of experiences of flexible working; in this case, the project is 

continuing in the current year. 

The second part of the workshop on cultural differences had to be postponed and was rescheduled for May 2019.  

The President reported on the site representative elections, which for the first time had been conducted 

electronically, although the election for the pensioners’ representative was still carried out by postal vote as 

previously. New site representatives in Basel are Susanne Löffler and Sal Jalloh for Basel, and Justine Frank and 

Oliver Strobel for Kaiseraugst The President thanked the working groups and his colleagues on the Committee 

warmly for their intensive and extra efforts in the consultations and many other activities. Thanks to this support, the 

AVR was able to gain further recognition, including from management.  

The President then handed over to Vice President Gernot Scharf. Mr Scharf asked the members present to approve 

the 2018 Annual Report; approval was given with no votes against and no abstentions. 

4. Report of the Advisory Board 

The Report of the Advisory Board (prepared by Alice Unglaub, Mauro Visentin and Felix Gruber, and also available 

on avroche.ch) was read out by the President. There were no questions from the audience. The Report was approved 

by unanimous vote. The President thanked the members of the Advisory Board. 
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5. Treasurer’s and Auditors’ Report (available at the entrance), setting the membership fee 

The Treasurer, Andreas Winkler, informed the Meeting about the Association’s finances. As in previous years, in 

2018 all duties had been handled with the necessary financial resources. However, due to the loss of the Sympany 

commissions, which last year stood at CHF 362,000 (i.e. approx. 60% of the Association’s earnings) it now needs to 

economise. A working group was formed and a number of savings measures implemented, such as discontinuing the 

fitness grant. These efforts have paid off, and as of 31.12.2018 the balance sheet showed total assets of CHF 

886,017; income thus came to CHF 105,985, an impressive testament to the cost-cutting efforts. The composition of 

the total assets has remained largely unchanged. Securities, at slightly over CHF 500,000, were again measured at 

purchase cost (or as stated in 2012). 

Operating statement: Most of the items were of the same order as the previous year, with a few deductions due to 
cost-cutting efforts. The AVR’s main task is to support the employees; more than CHF 15,000 was thus invested in 

further training. Other expensive items were maintaining the website, the newsletter, and preparations for the pay 

negotiations – together, these accounted for just under CHF 94,000 of member services. Another large item for 

many years has been the Come Together party, which is much appreciated by all employees and is supported by the 

company. A sum of CHF 48,400 was spent on this. Just under CHF 78,000 was spent on promoting employee 

wellness and health, plus another CHF 44,400 on fitness contracts. The Treasurer emphasised that the plan was for 

this area to be reconfigured with a view to offering interesting schemes for members despite the cost pressures.  

On the income side, Mr Winkler wished to mention the following balance sheet items: income from dividends was 

roughly the same as in the previous year. The situation with regard to the income from commissions has changed, 

and the AVR is thus in negotiations with various contractual partners; no concrete information can be provided as 

yet. The main source of income continues to be the membership subscriptions paid by the active members (CHF 
92,835, corresponding to 6,189 members – again a pleasing increase on the previous year). The rise in the 

membership subscription fee to CHF 20 decided upon last year will somewhat mitigate the loss of income, and 

comes into effect in the current year. Mr Winkler thanked Messrs Erismann and Weissen for their ongoing support 

and hoped to be able to count on this support in future as well. 

Once again the AVR was able to make donations to charitable organisations and projects in the region last year, as 

well as sponsoring animals. Expenditure on these items came to CHF 9,400. 

The Association will once again be able to meet its financial obligations and achieve its financial goals this year. 

The election of the auditors also fell due at this AGM; present auditor Gerhard Pabst was not standing again. Mr 

Pabst had held his post since 2011; the Treasurer thanked him for his dedication. Uwe Kieselbach, who has worked 

in Finance since 1990, is standing for election for the first time this year alongside the two current auditors. As there 

were no questions on the Treasurer’s Report, the President handed over to Martin Studer for the reading of the 

Auditors’ Report. 

In February 2019 he himself had examined the AVR's accounts for 2018 together with Gerhard Pabst and Hugo 

Bloch to verify their legal compliance and found them to be in order. Dr Studer moved that the financial statements 

be approved and the actions of the Treasurer ratified by the AGM; the auditors thanked them for the services 

provided. The AGM unanimously ratified the actions of the Treasurer and Committee. The President thanked the 

Treasurer for his hard work and diligence. 

The President proposed that the current membership subscription of CHF 20 per year for active members be 

retained; pensioners will continue to be exempt from contribution. Walter Stamm, pensioner, spoke up at this point. 

He said he did not understand why pensioners should continue to be exempt. For the 2020 AGM he will be 

proposing a motion for pensioners to be able to pay a subscription also, and he symbolically handed over CHF 20 to 

the Treasurer. The President thanked him for this offer, but explained that this would involve an enormous 

administrative burden. He asked Mr Stamm to reconsider this move and to discuss it with the AVR beforehand. The 

active members approved the motion to retain the same membership subscription with two abstentions. 

6. Elections of Supervisory Board members and auditors 

All three Supervisory Board members were standing for re-election: namely Alice Unglaub, Felix Gruber and 

Mauro Visentin. 

Two of the three auditors were standing for a further two-year term: these were Hugo Bloch and Martin Studer. Uwe 

Kieselbach, who had already been introduced by Mr Winkler, was proposed as successor to Gerhard Pabst. There 

were no other nominations.  

All candidates (Advisory Board members and auditors) were unanimously elected/re-elected. 

Farewells: 
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The following Committee members will be leaving the AVR Committee. Alexandre Zimmermann and Arel Su 

(Basel), and Rolf Baumgartner and Karlheinz Geng (Kaiseraugst). Alexandre had presided over the AVR Discounts 

scheme, had been involved in many personnel cases and restructuring exercises and had now decided to take a break 

for family reasons and somewhat reduced his workload. The President said he hoped to work with him again in the 

future. Arel had likewise been involved in many personnel cases and restructuring exercises and had been especially 

helpful in English-language negotiations and statements; he had decided to discontinue his work with the AVR for 

personal reasons. Karlheinz, who was not in attendance, was an associate member of the committee and was taking 

early retirement; his successor is Michael Tilly. Rolf had presided over the Sport and Wellness portfolio (Bike to 

Work, the Firmenlauf running event, table tennis, etc.) and was likewise ending his time with the AVR for personal 

reasons. The President thanked the departing colleagues for their dedication and wished them all the best for the 

future. 

7. Agenda items submitted by the deadline 

No proposals were submitted.  

8. Miscellaneous 

The President made reference to the 2019 targets: the AVR website is being completely redesigned and relaunched; 

Basel firm kreisvier communications ag has done a good job and the AVR is very satisfied with the outcome.  

All AVR Committee members are to attend a one-day training course on labour law run by Sandra Klemm of the 

legal department at the Offsite Meeting. The aim of the course is to cover key themes that prove useful when 

conducting personnel cases. The President thanked Mr Jaisli for making Ms Klemm available for this training 

course. 

9. Requests to speak 

There were no requests to speak from the Meeting. The President thus took the floor and explained that the AVR, in 

conjunction with the Works Council, had made a proposal to Severin Schwan for a one-off payment, instead of a 

pension increase, for the pensioners. Such a payment (in the amount of CHF 2,000) had already been awarded in 

2008.  

 

Following the AGM came the talk by guest of honour Stephan Feldhaus, “Der Kompromiss ist der Ernstfall der 

Ethik” (“Compromise is the crisis of ethics”).  

 

Finally, all those attending were invited to a post-meeting reception. 

 

           

Adnan Tanglay    S. Pommerening 

AVR President    AVR Secretary, Minutes Secretary 

Date: January 2020 


